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Earthy and fascinating reading provided
by the Selected ~lorks of Enver Hoxha
(Book Review reprinted from
The Bulletin or the New Albania
Society).
It seems almost il'Upertinent to
attempt such a summary review
of the first two volumes of the
English translation of the Selected Works of E nver Hoxha. The
material covered deals with the
most important part of Albanian
history - its independence from
fascism and colonial exploitation nnd then the exciting road
to socialist advance. Be ing
written by the a1·chitect of much
of Albania's revolutionary
planning and its implementation
it bears a special significance.
Hoxha writes clearly and his
CX"]JOSition is always easy to
follow. He also has a lovely
habit of combining high Marxist
analysis with the most down-toearth remarks about people Party cadres, bigwigs OI' humble
people.
Volume 1 is divided into two
parts, the first part dealing with
HoxhR's many reports about the
conduct of the national liberation
war against fascist Ttaly and Nazi
Ge1·many. Mobilising the peasantry, fighting the reactionary
nationalists who were beingIJack.:d b.) Britain and also trying
to root out disruptive pseudorevolutionaries who "parrot
communist slogans" but are more
dangerous than the overt enemy
(p. 93). lloxha's report to the
Central Committee of the
Albanian Communist Party in
February 1943 is an important
contribution for all those anxious
to apply Marxism-Leninism to
problems of national liberation.
The second part deals with the
seizw·e of power and the estab lishment of the Democratic
Government of Albania, later the
People's Republic of Albania.
For British readers, particular
intert!sl will surely lie in the way
in which the Albanians had to
fight the manoeuvres of British
imperial:sm and then AngloAmer ican imperialism which used

Decline of
Army image
•
Ireland
In spite of the wall of secrecy
Bur rounding the activitiE!s of the
British army in northern Ireland examples of some of the
atro(!ities break through from
time to time. Recentl y the
British authorities had to admit
to the murder of a thirteen year
old hoy In the Turf Lodge
district and to the shooting of a
pregnant woman. This was
followed by the admission of a
British soldier that his fabricated story three years ago led
to the imprisonment of an
innocent man.
The press has begun to get
anxious about the deteriorating
image of the British army in
Ireland. Even the so called
'Peace Movement' had to express
some protestation.
The incidents are by no means
isolated cases or the most
atrocious ones. On the contrary
such incidents arc of such daily
occurrence that in spite of
efforts to hush them up some
are bound to break through to
the puhlic at large.

Multinationals desert

would have represented some
Whether foreign or indigenous in
300,000 jobs at home .
origin, capitalism knows no
The same picture emerges
national loyalty to Britain. This
from a study of American multipoint has been re - emphasised
nationals in Britain by Prof.
recently not only by estimated
remarkable than the plans for
figures for the export of capital
Dunning of Reading University.
changing the very face of a tiny
in 1976, but by the massive
Their operations here in 197 3country into a modern thriving
shift of funds abroad (particular74 accounted for 12 per cent of
workers' state is the political
ly into Europe) that has occurred
manufacturing output - totalling
1
over £8000m. However, In the
prescience shown by Hoxha and
since the EEC referel'· ~m, in
the Albanian Party.
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last five years th<" rate of return
The Report made at the third
If we compare the 1972-7 3
on US investments in the continental EEC countries has increaParty Congress is particularly
activities of the top 30 British
sed by more than 50 per cent,
good on this and not surprising ,
'multinationals' with their 1974 and is now more than double
as it came shortly after the 20th
75 accounts, some startling
Party Congress of the CPSU
facts emerge . The aggregate
the rate of return on US investments in Britain . Thus, total
where Khrusche v and his fellow
value of their total 'home'
renegades had begun the process
production rose from £12, 767m
di.stribution of US capital in
of dismantling the Bolshevik
in 1972-73 to £18,007m in 1974 Western Europe has shifted
from a position of 33 per cent
state erected by Lenin and
7~ while the total value of their
in Britain, 67 per cent in the
Stalin. Ideas which today have
overseas operations , in the same
received much prominence
period rose from £6, 320m to
rest of Europe in 1958-70, to
beca use of the proletarian
£16,2 84m (i.e . 158 per cent)!
a new position of 22 per cent in
cultural revolution initiated in
In other words, overseas produc- Britain, 78 per cent in Europe
China by Mao in 1966 were
tion as a percentage of home
1974-75 . This shift is now
speeding up.
being discussed by Enver in
production rose from 50 per
these earl y days - the need to
cent in 1972-73 to 90 per cent
A further study of US owned
revitalise the Party, get rid of
in 1 974-75~ Yet the value of
subsidiaries in Britain has
its bad features such as bureauexports from Britain by the
scotched the traditional impermilitary means and intrigue
cratisat ion, all kinds of personsame companies over this perialist argument that US multiagainst the t·evolutionary forces.
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Labour Government's attempt to
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90 per cent of funds used to
force warships into Albanian
leaders g ive up their comfortable
What all this indicates is
finance their expansion in
waters, ships which sank after
jobs and do the hard tasks in
that since the referendum,
Britain come from either ret hitting mines placed by the
the countryside, the need to
British multinational companies
ained profits or finance raised
fascist forces, are interesting
deve lop socialist consciousness
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here. The outflow of profits,
sidt-shows to the main story of
and ideals through socialist
increasing exports of manufacinterest and royalties far
an inf:mt soctalist state having to
and not capitalist emulatio n
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fight enemies o n all fronts,
dollars.
among workers and the peasantry . abandoning Br itain and seeking
incl uding the defection of an er.stReading Hoxha enables one to
shelter elsewhere, particularly
These examples represent
while ally, Yugoslavia, when the
realise why Alban ia did not
in the heartland of the EEC.
but a few illustrations of the
latter degenerated Into an anti follow the road of its east
A fairly simple calculation
fact that capitalism, wherever
communist, Trotskyite base for
European neighbours, which
shows that the total amount of
its head office may be, knows
US imperialism. Hoxha's speech
today are in the morass of
production established abroad by
only one world to exploit and
to Tirana activists ln October
revisionism and firmly in Russ ia 's these thirty companies alone
finally destroy - if we let it~
1948 is one of the fullest analyses
c lutches. Hoxha can take much
of Tito'_c; revisionism ,
of the credit for saving Alban ia
Volume 2 deals with the
from such a fate. It is therefore
fascinating story of building
no surpr ise to find that it was
socialism in a semi- feudal land
he who took up the challenge of
and transforming "a back"Ward
Russia 's defection from
agrarian country into an agrarianMarxism and made that brave
industrial one" (p. 507) with
and brilliant speech attacking
industry as its base. Hoxha 's
~rush~v i te revis~onism rigt;!_ ---on October 17th the Chinese
atom bomb was only a paper
Reports to the first and second
10 the han's den , 10 Moscow
.
tiger. 11All reactionaries are
during the World Conference of
natiOn held an underground test
Party Congresses in 1948 and
c
· . p . 1 960
of their latest nuclear device.
paper tigers. The revisionist
1952 are interesting accounts of
ommumst arttes,
·
However, unlike the US and
Soviet Union is a pape r tiger too."
socialist construction in all
Russia, who also held a nuclear
The real weapon for changing the
spheres of life- agriculture,
(Vols 1 and 2 of Enver Hoxha's
test this week, the Chinese
world today Is the working class
industrialisation, education,
Selected Works are available
regard this form of 'power' with
itself. Only the people can
culture. But what is more
from the Bellman Bookshop).
aversion, and state that they
ensure peace and freedom in our
wi ll never be the first to usc
world, and only through socialsuch a weapon.
ism. Every day of peace
.. 10 ..
They were forced to manuincreasingly serves to weaken
T')
facture this weapon only because
imperialism - and to strengthen
capitalism still exists. They are,
revolution.
indeed , dedicated to work,
The Chinese are against war together with all other peacenuclear blackmail and terrorism.
loving peoples, towards the
War, as such, is not inevitable;
ultimate and total abolition of
it only occurs if t.;;-people a ll ow
ail such weapons.
it to. The only war that is
Mao Tsetung said that the US
inevitable is class war. -

China's bomb=
"We will not use it first"
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Rule
Britannia?
The workers at the Grunwick colour film processing plant held a
solidarity demonstration last week after 9 weeks of their strike for
union recognition. The employers refuse even to discuss the matter.
The workers hiave succeeded in getting some 80 per cent of the
products blacked.

HONOUR THE
GREAT BOLSHEVIKS
Public meeting organised by the CPB(ML) on Friday November 5th
at Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, Holborn, W. C .1. 7. 30. p.m.
Remember the first successful workers' state in the world, the
grcatrtesS of Lenin and Stalin and tbe subsequent betrayal of the rev olution by the present revisionist regime that is expl oiting the Russian working class and the workers of Eastern Europe. Speaker:
a veteran worker who has seen the greatness and the decline.

At a time when Britain should be
asserting our rightful sovereignty
over a 200-mile maritime zone
around om· coasts, the EEC
Commission has decided that we
are entitled to only 12 miles,
which we already have. Yet even
this is qualified; foreign fleets
from EEC countries must be
allowed to maintain their 'historic
fishing rights' within the 12 miles.
That this arrogant nonsense
should be dredged up again after
the Icelandic fishermen demonstrated to British capitalism the
bankruptcy of such petty imperialism! Arc we so despised
that we can be led by the nose
while the Icelanders, having
upheld their dignity, command
respect?

Marxism must
lead nations
October 22nd's meeting at the
Bellman Bookshop on National
Liberation through Marxism
led to interesting discussion on
the necessity for Marxist leadership if any nationa l liberatio n
movement is to have lasting
meaning in freeing its people
from exploitation whether it be
that of an imperialist power or
of a nation's own bourgeoisie.
For nationalism in capitalist
terms has nothing to do with the
needs and interests of the people
within a nation but only with
profit.
Contributors reaffirmed the
fact that the only meaningful
support that this country can
give to the national liberation
struggles of other countries
is by making our revolution
here. We have the skills and
ability to solve our nation's
problems.

